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Description:
Autumn Squirrel
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

Here is a new portrait by Barbara Ana of her favorite woodland animals. This cross stitch design features Lady
squirrel looking sideways, displaying her best profile with big brown eyes and fluffy tail.

She is wearing a pretty aqua dress with a floral pattern, complete with black belt, white underpants and feet clad in
black boots.

Surrounding her are two birds, some mushroom, a pumpkin and her favorite food, acorns.

 

The blue dress provides an interesting contrast with the natural colors. It is stitched in a nuanced thread color from
the DMC Color Variations range (4025).

 

Creative Poppy tip:

To achieve the same linear pattern as the stitched model, when using nuanced threads we recommend you
complete one stitch at a time, proceeding in rows. Alternatively if you wish to avoid the stripe effect, fill the area in
diagonals or random patches.

>> Learn more about cross stitching with variegated, overdyed and multicolor threads

 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more Autumn patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Autumn Squirrel

Chart size in stitches: 66 x 86 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 25ct Dublin linen from Zweigart ,in color (53) natural

size of stitched area: 5,5 x 7,2 inch (14 x 18.2 cm)

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-autumn-squirrel-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4016.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/latest-pattern-news-designers-tips-stitching-with-multicolor-overdyed-threads-pxl-11_45.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/autumn-thanksgiving-cross-stitch-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_616.html


>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC, DMC Color Variations

Number of colors: 10

Themes: lady squirrel, autumn, mushroom, pumpkin, foliage, birds

 

>> see all patterns with Squirrels (all designers)

>> see all patterns with Mushroom (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4016&w=66&h86=
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitch-pattern-with-squirrels-xsl-207_530_724.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/mushroom-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-211_720.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-autumn-squirrel-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4016.html

